
Scoreboard
This example reads bar and study values from 5 charts and displays these values on a spreadsheet.

Here is the property form for the spreadsheet.



The next image shows the cell formula used.

Most cells are showing Variable values using the =Get(index) function.  The variables are being set by a
DYO present on each of the 5 charts.    An example DYO will be shown later.

Cell A1 has the function:   =Last(“ES #F”,”ES”)

The rest of the cells on row 1 and in column A contain text as shown.

Column G and I use the =IF function to display text based on a Boolean value.  The formula in those 2 
columns are shown next.  Note how a function is used in the 1st parameter position.

Each chart contains a Stochastic, a Relative Strength, an Auto Trends study, and a DYO.   The DYO on 
the 5-minute chart uses variables [100] through [108] to populate row 2 in the spreadsheet.   The other 
charts have similar DYOs, where the only thing that differs are the variables being assigned.  The 60-
minute chart uses variables [110] through [118], etc.



Row F and H are storing Boolean flags for use in the spreadsheet's  =IF  functions.

Row I is storing a Boolean flag used by row J and K to place the arrow markers in Column J.  The row K
test of  'if [108] = 0 then' is testing for the flag to be False.

Spreadsheet Statements

The DYO Action category has the following statements for use with
a spreadsheet.

Find Spreadsheet – The text in the Label field, or 
Message field if the Label is blank, is the name of the spreadsheet 
to find.  If the spreadsheet is not found, this statement will open a
spreadsheet form with the name.

Cell( col, row ) := Format( #2, [#]) - Use this statement to place a
value from Selection #2 into a cell.  The value is formatted with [#]
decimals, or as a TDateTime.

[#] Format

0 Integer

1 to 6 Number of Decimals

7 TDateTime   hh:nn

8 TDateTime   hh:nn:ss

9 TDateTime   mm-dd-yy

10 Grid's default decimals

Fontsize( col, row ) - Changes the font size for the cell.    Size is the Selection #2 value.

Fontbold( col, row ) - Changes the font style for the cell.   Bold when the expression is True.

Fontcolor( col, row ) -  If the #2 oper 0 expression is True, the cell font color will be set to the DYO 
row's color selection.  This is an override to the spreadsheet's font color.

Cell( col, row ) := Message –  If the #2 oper 0 expression is True, the text in the Label field, or 
Message field if the Label is blank, is placed in the cell.   This text could be a formula or function.  The 
text can contain reference tags.  

Also, the statement can place a Marker in a cell.   There is no control over the marker color.   Markers 
will show as seen on the Marker drop down list, where most markers are black.   

The cell background color is set to the DYO row's color selection when the Show box is checked.  This 
is an override to the spreadsheet's color or band coloring.

The following line writes the chart's symbol in cell( 1, 0 ), 
which is the 'ES #F' in the Scoreboard example.  [$S] is the
reference tag for the chart's symbol.



Rowcolor( row ) -  If the ## expression is True, the row's background color is set to the DYO row's 
color selection.  This is an override to the spreadsheet's color or band coloring.

Label := Cell( col, row ) - A cell's content is assigned to a DYO Label.  The DYO label text can be 
displayed in the margin of the chart.

V :=  #2 oper Cell( col, row ) - A cell's value is used in the expression with Selection #2 and assigned 
to the variable V.

V :=  Cell( col, row ) row move #2 cells – This statement copies a series of cell values from a 
spreadsheet row beginning with Cell(col,row) into the Variables array beginning with V.    #2 is the 
number of cells to copy. 

V :=  Cell( col, row ) col move #2 cells – This statement copies a series of cell values from a 
spreadsheet column beginning with Cell(col,row) into the Variables array beginning with V.    #2 is the 
number of cells to copy. 

Cell( col, row ) := Format( V, [#]) row of #2 cells - Use this statement to place a series of values from 
the Variables array, beginning with V into a row of cells beginning with Cell(col,row).  Selection #2 is the
number of cells to fill.   The values are formatted with [#] decimals, or as a TDateTime.

Cell( col, row ) := Format( V, [#]) col of #2 cells - Use this statement to place a series of values from 
the Variables array, beginning with V into a column of cells beginning with Cell(col,row).  Selection #2 is 
the number of cells to fill.   The values are formatted with [#] decimals, or as a TDateTime.

Spreadsheet.Recalculate – The spreadsheet update mode could be on Manual, and the DYO controls
when the spreadsheet calculates.   Perhaps the DYO is updating Variables or cells on the spreadsheet, 
then needs the spreadsheet to calculate before spreadsheet results are read by the DYO and used in 
DYO expressions.

Spreadsheet.Clear – This statement will clear (erase) the contents of the spreadsheet.

Spreadsheet.Size – This statement can be used to change the number of columns and rows.
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